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For a fun way to turn a good meal into a gala occasion, delight your guests with the special touch of

an artistically folded napkin. Besides adding eye-appeal to the table, ingeniously folded napkins will

enhance the festivities, serve as conversation starters, and intrigue your guests. Decorative folds

also serve such practical uses as holding a place card, silverware, party favor, dinner roll, butter

dish or a flower.A rich selection of folds is illustrated in clear step-by-step drawings accompanied by

easy-to-follow instructions, beginning with simple folds and proceeding to more elaborate and

intricate shapes. A photograph of the finished napkin faces each page of instruction. Choose from

22 attractive folds including: Triple Fold; Tricorn; Tiered Lily; Elegant Simplicity; Sunbonnet Sue; Nut

Dish; Silver Holder, Gourmet; Turban; Night Light; Double Jabot; Double Vase; and 10

more.Decorative napkin folding provides the creative host or hostess with a challenge readily and

elegantly resolved by following the simple instructions and diagrams. With a bit of practice, you'll

soon be delighting family and friends with expert folds that add flair to any table setting.
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This is a pretty easy-to-follow book with some creative napkin folds. I bought it after going to a

dinner that had great-looking napkins and I realized I was always using the same fold all the time.

It's a lightweight paper-back (but ful size) so I've tucked it into the drawer where I keep all my

napkins - it will be there to remind me the next time I'm setting the table for a nice dinner that I can



do something eye-catching. I'm sure I could find the same ideas on the internet, but that won't be

right there in front of me when I go to pull out a set of cloth napkins. This product is worth it if you

like to do something special for your table setting!

Im a hotelier and im collecting a books like this so im expecting something different, a napkin folding

that that ive never seen before in my entire career, but some of those napkins folding that they have

in this book is also there in my collection books and apps, im waiting for an update for more new

folding if there is for this apps,,

Informative.

Fun to do for dinner parties.

Very very old idees !! It would have been nice if it was in color. Not what i expected at all.

I had really hoped this book would be more dynamic....IF it weren't for te fact that it crossed several

oceans to reach me I would ave returned it..

This book makes a great hostess gift.

The book gives relatively clear instructions and has corresponding drawings to help diagram. Makes

for a great basics type of book. I had hoped for a few folding techniques that were more dramatic...it

is still a fine book with many different folds.
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